PROGRAM // SATURDAY 8 AUGUST 9AM-5PM

8:50am | Field Trip Welcome Video

9am | Gubbi Gubbi Dance – Welcome to Country (Gubbi Gubbi / Kabi Kabi) Sunshine Coast

9:10am | Introduction to the Field Trip Platform and Partners – Arts Front

9:15 – 9:45am | FIELD TRIP KEYNOTE | Sarah Jane Moore
Dr Sarah Jane Moore will discuss her 2019 ANAT on Country Residency in conversation with Vicki Sowry
Session Chair: Sandy O’Sullivan

9:45 – 10:45am | IN CONVERSATION | Bianca Beetson and Libby Harward | Alex Kelly and Jen Rae
Leading Australian artists and producers in conversation about the ethics of ecologically engaged arts practice. Session Chair: Leah Barclay

10:45 - 11am | Break + ‘Perspectives’ Participatory Photography Walk Introduction | Tricia King

11 – 11:10am | Exploring Jinibara country with an immersive walk through Mary Cairncross Scenic Reserve | Jason Murphy

11:10 – 11:20am | Tektite 2020: 50th Anniversary of the first all-women subsea habitat crew | Sarah Jane Pell

11:30am – 12:15pm | FIELD TRIP KEYNOTE | Wild Systems | Adam Nash | 2019/20 Australian Antarctic Arts + ANAT Arts Fellowship | Session Chair: Vicki Sowry

12:15 – 1:30pm | Lunch Break | Participatory Photography Walk + A Galaxy of Suns

1:30 – 2pm | Arts Front 2030 Preview, Field Trip Map Highlights and Horizon Creative Focus – Forest in Your Pocket with Helena Papageorgiou

2 – 3pm | CREATIVE SNAPSHOTs | Artists at the forefront of art, science, tech, environment: Jude Anderson, Grayson Cooke, Keith Armstrong, Helena Papageorgiou, Renata Buziak, Nicole Voevodin-Cash, Michelle Vine | Session Chair: Megan Williams

3 – 3:15pm | Exhibition Preview | Lisa Chandler and Megan Williams – Sites of Connection

3:15 – 3:20pm | Barwon River | Ros Bandt and Vicki Hallet performance

3:20 – 3:45pm | Participatory Photography + Listening in the Wild preview (Lyndon Davis)

4 – 4:45pm Reimagining Interdisciplinary Arts - provocations from arts leaders at the helm of local and national organisations. Vicki Sowry, Johnathan Parsons, Zohar Spatz, Michael Brenan

Session Facilitators: Blaklash - Amanda Hayman + Troy Casey

4:45 – 5pm Field Trip Closing and Calls to Action

Field Trip is a joint initiative produced by Horizon Festival, Arts Front, USC and the Australian Network for Art and Technology.
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